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1. INTRODUCTION: THE CURRENT SITUATION OF CORRUPTION IN SPAIN

2021 Rule of Law Report of the 
European Union

According to experts and business 
leaders, the level of corruption in 
the public sector remains 
relatively low. 

CPI 2020: 62/100 = 
§ 9th of the European Union  

and 
§ 32nd worldwide. 

This perception has improved 
over the past five years.

Quelle: Transparency International



1. INTRODUCTION: THE CURRENT STATE OF CORRUPTION IN SPAIN

Report of the Spanish General Council of 
the Judiciary (Year 2020)

Cases of corruption in court in 2020:
§ 53 convictions
§ 21 acquittals

Judicial proceedings against companies 
for corruption offences:
§ 49 trials to be opened in 2020
§ The majority of convictions are tax 

offences
§ More than 25 Supreme Court rulings 

on corporate criminal liability (from 
February 2016 to July 2021).

§ New challenges due to the COVID 19 
pandemic

Source: Globales Korruptionsbarometer, Europäische Union, 2021: Report: "Citizens' Views and Experiences of Corruption"



1. INTRODUCTION: THE CURRENT STATE OF CORRUPTION IN SPAIN

§ Rule of Law Report of the European Union (2021)

q Spain has strategic measures against corruption

q However, Spain does not have a defined overall anti-corruption strategy.

q For instance: National plan to combat organised crime and serious crime (2019 – 2023)

§ Second addendum to the second compliance report against corruption of the Council of Europe (GRECO)
(21st June 2019)

q Spain has made progress in implementing the anti-corruption recommendations.

q Spain lacks adequate laws about lobbying.

q Spain has deficits in ensuring the independence and impartiality of the judiciary.



2. PUBLIC PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION IN SPAIN

2.1. LEGAL PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION:

§ Corruption is broadly penalised by the Spanish criminal code.

q Reforms in 2015 and 2019.

q The criminal code covers offenses such as misappropriation of public funds, trading in influence, bribery of foreign public
officials and bribery in business transactions.

q Universal jurisdiction is provided for the judicial investigation and punishment of corruption. (Art. 23 of the Basic Law on the
Judiciary).

q Since 2010: Legal persons can be criminally prosecuted for corruption offences.

q Since 2012: Political parties can be criminally prosecuted for corruption.

§ Reform of the Criminal Code to prevent money laundering: 5th EU Directive: supervised entities, cryptocurrencies, etc.

§ A Draft Bill concerning the stakeholder groups (28 Mai 2021) exists and the establishment of a transparency register (2022) is
envisaged.

§ At present, a draft legislation for the protection of whistle-blowers is being drafted (according to EU Directive 2019/1937).



2. PUBLIC PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION IN SPAIN

2.2. INSTITUTIONAL PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION:

§ There is a uniform code of conduct for all deputies and senators.

§ Public administrations and political parties have taken measures to ensure the compliance therewith:

§ Complaints channel

§ Codes of ethics and und compliance protocols

2.3. REMAINING CHALLENGES

§ The lack of personal and technical resources hinders an appropriate prevention and combating of high-level
corruption

q Special Prosecutor's Office for the Fight against Corruption and Organized Crime: Annual Report (2020): the main
risks for serious corruption in Spain are high-level political corruption, fraud related to public officials and
economic crime, and there are only 29 prosecutors in the Anti-Corruption Prosecutor's Office.

q Counsel for Transparency and Good Governance: 24 people.

§ International cooperation and collaboration



3. PRIVATE PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION IN SPAIN

3.1. ARTICLE 31 OF THE CRIMINAL CODE

Legal persons may be held criminally liable for offences committed:

q In the name of or on behalf of the entity

q for its direct or indirect benefit,

q by its representatives or by the employees.

§ Numerus clausus: Solely for certain criminal offences (Offences of corruption
included).

§ The liability of a company does not exclude the liability of the individual.

§ Public Administration and public companies cannot be held criminally liable.

§ Companies can be exempted from penalties if they have a compliance program in
place.



3. PRIVATE PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION IN SPAIN

3.2. ARTICLE 31 bis.5 of the Criminal Code: Requirements for the compliance programs:

(1) They shall determine the activities within the framework of which the offences to be prevented may be
committed.

(2) They shall establish the protocols or procedures that determine the process of formation of the legal
entity's will, adoption of resolutions and their enforcement in relation to them.

(3) They shall have appropriate models for managing financial resources to prevent crimes that need to be
prevented.

(4) The obligation to report possible risks and violations to the body responsible for monitoring the
functioning of and compliance with the prevention model.

(5) They shall implement a disciplinary system that appropriately sanctions non-compliance with the
measures set out in the model.

(6) They shall periodically review the model and any amendments thereto when relevant breaches of its
provisions are identified or when changes occur in the organization, control structure or activity carried out
that make this necessary.



3. PRIVATE PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION IN SPAIN

3.3. SOME PROBLEMS THAT ARISE FROM THE CURRENT LEGISLATION:

§ Incompleteness. Crucial elements to prevent corruption are not included:

q Internal investigation: procedure, confidentiality of information etc.

q Training for managers and employees.

q Due-Diligence for third parties. For example:M&A Due Diligence.

§ There exist corruption offences which do not allow for criminal liability of the company. For example: of
frustration of urban planning (Art. 320 CP).

§ Competition offences: Administrative (non-criminal) sanctions and leniency programs have no exculpatory
effect.

§ Corporate liability: Can the parent company be held liable for offences committed by the subsidiary company?

§ Issues of multi-jurisdiction: Art. 23 Basic Law of Justice: Spain can only investigate some offences committed
abroad. For example, it can prosecute corruption offences committed in international economic transactions,
but not corruption committed in another country.



3. PRIVATE PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION IN SPAIN

3.4. OTHER LEGAL REGULATIONS TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT BY COMPANIES:

§ International standards on corruption: OECD Guidelines etc.

§ ISO 37302 on management systems for compliance with criminal law (certifiable)

§ ISO 37001 on Anti-bribery Management

§ Additional regulations: US FCPA, UK Bribery Act, UK Slavery Act etc.



3. PRIVATE PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION IN SPAIN

3.4. CURRENT STATUS OF CORRUPTION PREVENTION BY COMPLIANCE-PROGRAMS IN SPANISH COMPANIES

This data has been obtained from the report: “Study about the compliance function in Spanish companies” (Year 2020).

q It is an analysis made by the Spanish Confederation of Business Organizations (CEOE), the Spanish Confederation for Compliance

(ASCOM) and the Institute for Economic Studies (IEE).

q Sample: 4.800 companies with over 200 employees from the industrial, construction and services sector.

§ 75 % of companies have compliance in place.

§ Scope and content: Almost every company has in place a code of ethics, a whistle-blower channel, a risk
map and compliance controls, a monitoring plan and regular reports to the management body.



3. PRIVATE PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION IN SPAIN

§ Companies have a complaints channel, but
51.9% have not received any complaints in the
last 12 months and 85.7% have received less
than 5 complaints in 12 months.

§ Potential causes: (i) Inaccessibility of whistle-
blower channel; (ii) insufficient guarantee of
confidentiality and anonymity; (iii) lack of
confidence in the absence of reprisals for the
whistleblower; (iv) insufficient training and
dissemination of the whistleblower channel; etc.
(v) Cultural component.

Source: ASCOM & IEE: "Estudio sobre la función de Compliance en las empresas españolas" (Year 2020).
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